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Introduction  

KAREN MALIS CLARK: “The Griffiths Springs trail leads you through the ponderosa pines down to the 

thread of a riparian area at the bottom of the canyon – this is a very intimate canyon, with flowing water 

no more than a few feet wide & a few inches deep. When you visit Griffiths Spring you’re visiting a 

wonderfully diverse area that provides habitat for many different kinds of animals” 

 

Rose Houk: About five miles south of Flagstaff on Highway 89A, the road to Sedona, a signed turnoff 

takes you to Griffiths Spring. A one-mile loop trail,  developed by the Coconino National Forest leaves 

from the parking area, through ponderosa pines to the spring itself, a stream, a meadow, and  an 

inviting canyon. With water here, it’s a great place to see wildlife. The meadow below the spring 

where Civil War veteran James Griffith homesteaded has been affected both by humans and grazing 

livestock, so the plant life  is a combination of introduced species like cheatgrass and natives like 

Arizona rose and wild currant. 

 

If you veer left and walk north from the trailhead down towards the meadow, you’ll arrive at the 

spring which trickles from the base of a basalt flow. Sedges, rushes, watercress, and wild iris grow in 

the wettest places. Both plant — and animal -- diversity around springs like this can be 500 times 

greater than in the surrounding landscape.  The stream channel is marked by a narrow swath of green 

winding through a broad meadow. In drier seasons, the stream may flow for only a few dozen yards 

before soaking into the ground. But that’s enough to make an oasis for everything from large 

mammals like elk to insects with intriguing and exotic life styles. 

 

From late spring into summer, a procession of wildflowers starts. Low- growing fragile pink flowering 

prairie smoke in late May, as well as golden pea with yellow clusters of flowers at the top of a three-

foot-high stalk. Later in the summer yellow monkey flowers bloom in the middle of the stream 

channel. Keep a look out for elk around dawn and dusk, there’s a good population in the area 

particularly in the fall. You may hear coyotes howling in early morning or late evening –look out for 

their scats and or dog-like tracks – there’s even been a litter of pups raised at Griffiths Springs in 

previous years. 

 



Tall ponderosa pines edge the meadow & cover the upland slopes around the spring, where you’re 

likely to see mountain chickadees and hear raucous Steller’s jays. Note the large, waist-high tree 

stumps left by the original loggers—two men on either end of crosscut saw cutting the pines by hand. 

Much of the ponderosa forest today is ‘doghair thicket’—clumps of small-diameter pines that 

germinated en masse in the season of 1918-1919. Recent forest restoration has focused on thinning 

these overgrown thickets – the stumps you see that are cut closer to the ground are from those 

efforts.  

In contrast to the spring and the stream, the drier ponderosa pine forest might not look as attractive 

to animals. But in the summer months there’s insects with intriguing and exotic lifestyles  all around 

you near the spring and in the surrounding forest. Larry Stevens, curator of ecology and conservation 

at the Museum of Northern Arizona says they’re called ‘robber flies’. In August 2011 Steven’s 

discovered not just a species new to science – but an entirely new genus of these tiny -winged 

bandits— right here at Griffiths Spring... 

 

LARRY STEVENS: “Robber flies are very hairy flies and they’re ‘sit & wait’ predatory flies and they sit on 

rocks and wait for soft-bodies insect to fly by like a butterfly, or a damselfly, bees. They’ll leap up off their 

perch, grab the prey in mid-air with their long hairy legs, tackle it to the ground, stab it with their beak & 

inject saliva that kills the prey almost instantly. These are very ferocious – if they were bigger we’d be 

living in terror of them – but fortunately they’re rarely longer than about 1.5”. They’re very hairy & 

there’s a great diversity here in northern Arizona. Whenever you’re out in any semi-natural area there’s 

probably one within 10 feet of you. The robber flies are very visually astute, they look around, know 

you’re there & can feel the vibrations of your feet on the ground. Of course their concern is getting 

stepped on, so If you get too close to them they fly up. But if you look on rock surface, on smooth wood 

surfaces you can almost always see these creatures. It takes a little bit of practice to see them, but once 

you start to see them they are everywhere. We’ve got more  than 100 species in northern Arizona – some 

of them are bumble bee mimics – they are hairy yellow & black – look just like a bumble bee - when they 

fly they sound just like a bumble bee. There are some that have a very deep buzz – if it’s a quiet day you 

can simply listen and hear then and then look around to see where they are. They’re absolutely 

everywhere.” 

 

RH: But even though they’re living all around us, because their robber fly larvae remain in the soil 

where they’re rarely seen, there’s still very little known about them. There’s another whole insect 

tribe to discover if you carefully turn over rocks near the spring. You’ll see it’s alive with aquatic 

insects, particularly beetles - some are water scavengers, others are the Haliplid or ‘crawling water 

beetles’ that make rather clumsy efforts to swim. But probably the most numerous are predatory 

diving beetles. They’re easy to find during the daytime, but after dark their behavior is ... well, like  

night and day …  

 

STEVENS: “The stream is kind of rocky, so as you turn over the dark basalt rocks which have lots of 

crevices in them and they’re completely coated underneath with aquatic beetles – this is a little pool of 

little ‘tigers’ if you will because they’re all predators – they’re all clustered under these rocks during the 

day probably interacting with each other in a bit of a ferocious way. But just turn over the rocks and 



you’ll see there’s so many of them under there.  The beetles cluster under the rocks during the daytime 

because they’re light phobic, don’t like direct sunlight. At night it’s a very different world – all these little 

nocturnal predators are roaming around … moving all over the landscape & stream edges, searching for 

prey … they’ll grab any little bug that is soft-bodied enough to eat.”  

 



Arizona Black Rattlesnakes 

RH: The rocky areas along the trail here are ideal habitat for one of the coolest reptiles -- quite 

literally.  Arizona black rattlesnakes are the main rattlesnake species found around Flagstaff-- and 

unusually for an animal that relies on its environment to get warmed up, they prefer wet, cool moist 

drainages at high elevations. This species isn’t rare, but mostly they they live close to large rocky 

basalt outcrops like the ones at Griffith Springs, says herpetologist Erika Nowak…  

 

ERIKA NOWAK: “We’re stood in front of a large rocky outcrop that has very large basalt blocks – and this 

area is a very good site for Arizona black rattlesnakes. Potentially it’s a hibernation site and the reason is 

because it has good aspect – it faces east and also the rocks are so large that they hold a lot of heat. 

Arizona black rattlesnakes live at very high elevations around the Flagstaff area and so for them to 

survive the winter they need to be in areas that retain heat. You’re really more likely to see them near 

the water – or concentrated near the rocky outcrops.  

 

RH: Rocky areas are good protective hiding places. They also good habitat for lizards, an important 

food item for young snakes. You’re unlikely to encounter a snake on the trail – if you do it’ll probably 

be near water or rock outcrops.   People are often scared of rattlesnakes because they think they’re 

aggressive and will chase you - but that’s completely untrue, says Nowak, with this advice on how to 

make sure you’re encounter is a safe one.  

 

EN: “A lot of people that I encounter are very scared of snakes, because they’ve heard all these horror 

stories about how aggressive snakes are and how they chase people – and rattlesnakes in particular get 

a bad rap. The thing that they don’t tell you on tv is that rattlesnakes mostly do nothing – and so when 

you see them they’re likely to be coiled up, just sitting there not moving. Rattlesnakes are sit & wait 

hunters, so their way of hunting is to just find a log & coil up by at the base of a log or next to a stump & 

wait for prey to run by.  They’re not aggressive animals in my 20 plus years of working with them I’ve 

found that they are very shy & retiring & they really prefer to be just left alone, & try to avoid people as 

much as possible. If you’re lucky enough to see a rattlesnake the best thing to do is just stop, and then 

back away slowly. Once you get to about 3 to 5 feet away, then you’re fine to take a photo if you’d like. 

Your chances of having a negative encounter are very small.  

 

RH: Because the snakes hide a lot, you’re more likely to see their prey – typically chipmunks, mice, 

and sometimes small lizards. But they’ve been known to eat animals almost as heavy as they are and 

have an amazing ability to swallow things larger than the size of their own heads!   

 

If you see an Arizona black rattlesnake keep your distance, but please do report the sighting to Game 

& Fish – to help scientists trying to get a better understanding of their distribution. To recognize an 

adult – look for a snake with a rattle in the tail, and a body that is typically black or brown with yellow 

or white outlines around dark blotches. Those white markings fade as snakes get older – big adults are 

about 3 feet in length. But be aware that these snakes have the ability to change color too …  

 



EN:  “An individual snake may have 3 different color phases. They have the ability to change color based 

on temperature but they also seem to change color based on their stress levels. The darker they are the 

more relaxed – and the more stressed they get and/or the hotter they get, the lighter they get. So a black 

snake maybe more relaxed and a lighter snake may be a either a snake that’s hotter – or may be 

stressed. But we’re not sure of all the reasons they might want to change color. 

 

RH: And there’s one more amazing thing about them. Scientists still aren’t quite sure about the 

reasons for their color changes – or exactly how the world looks through the eyes of an Arizona black. 

 

EN: “Rattlesnakes have heat sensing pits on the sides of their faces and this heat sensing pit has the 

same nerve that goes to their eyes, so when a rattlesnake looks out & sees the world it sees an image 

that includes both vision and heat – it’s almost like they have thermal vision goggles on. So even though 

we know some things about the Arizona black rattlesnake, there’s actually a lot we don’t know and 

they’re still a very mysterious creature.” 

 

Outro 

RH: You’ll probably also see Abert’s squirrels in the ponderosas around Griffiths Spring too. Listen to 

the audio guide to nearby Fort Tuthill to learn more fascinating facts about them. And to find out 

more about identifying scats and tracks, go to the Arizona Watchable Wildlife home page. 


